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1

Introduction
PathView is a cloud-based service, which provides application and network performance
management solutions for our customers. It comprises of hardware, in the form of probes
to collect information, system management via Web Portal to provide network and
application status information and a number of consulting services, which use Linkstatus
facilities to deliver specific solutions.
For performance monitoring, Linkstatus is delivered as a managed service but there is
flexible scope for co-management, which can be discussed and developed during the
evaluation and early stages of deployment.
The key elements of the Linkstatus services described in this document are:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Network Infrastructure Integrity
Application Aware Traffic Visibility
Web Performance Monitoring
Application Specific Assessments
Capacity trending and Planning
Voice and Video Assessments
Unified Communications and Collaboration Assessments
Network Emulation

Network Infrastructure Integrity: The main parameters known to affect application
performance on the network are monitored continuously. Specific paths on your network
are configured on PathView devices and probes. PathView continually exercises each
assigned path to check that the paths are operational. Following a baseline period, Service
Level Objectives (SLO) are configured for selected parameters (for example round trip time
or data loss) on each Path. Violations of SLO thresholds result in automatic triggering of
embedded diagnostics and event notifications.
In addition to detailed network traffic visibility, PathView can provide our customers with
detailed network metrics and subsequent performance analysis. PathView can reveal how
network traffic performs along entire paths from within a private network, out through the
public cloud, to a targeted device, and back. PathView provides end-to-end performance
measurements to any connected IP address over any LAN, WAN, VPN or the Internet.
PathView assures ongoing application delivery and will provide automatic notification
when your network’s performance impacts application-specific SLAs. As visibility
requirements become more technical and diagnostic-oriented, drill-downs, to the packet
capture level, are available.
Application Aware Traffic Visibility: The PathView visibility module provides our customers
with visibility and detailed analysis of 1) which applications are running on a network, 2)
the percentage and volume of specific applications running on your network, and 3) who is
generating the traffic on your network. This type of information is useful to establish,
verify, and enforce company network and Internet use policy. This type of information also
shows whether costly company resources are being used for business use.
PathView Traffic Visibility is reported in a multi-tiered approach appropriate for differing
viewing audiences. Multi-tiered reporting includes a high level overview, a mid level view,
www.linkstatus.co.uk
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and a packet-capture level view. A high level overview uses categorizations such as
recreational, business important, business normal to define the traffic mix and volumes.
Next level down shows applications at layer 7 visibility.
Web Performance Monitoring: The AppView Web module continuously monitors Web
performance by actively exercising nominated web sites as a simulated user. This process
includes breaking down the user experience of performance into the delays contributed
separately by the Web Server, the network and the browser. These tests are overlaid on
the Paths mentioned above so that detailed characteristics of the dynamic network
integrity can be correlated with the web performance statistics.
Applications Specific Assessments: Application-specific assessments are usually run
periodically rather than continuously. Application assessments are typically requested for
business critical applications, or critical time-sensitive applications such as voice, video, or
unified communication upgrades. The purpose of application assessments include
1.

Gaining a better understanding of how a network can handle the traffic load of
new applications

2.

Testing a network’s ability to provide guaranteed performance for the anticipated
additional traffic load

3.

Assessing the effect of the traffic load on the performance of existing applications

4.

Helping to diagnose application specific problems highlighted by the results of the
application assessment tests.

5.

Assessing the suitability of the traffic mix for WAN Optimization planning

Capacity Trending and Planning: NetResolve capacity trending and planning is based on
historical performance and utilization data, which is accumulated over predetermined
intervals (6 months to 2 years). The accumulated historical data is analyzed using linear
regression to provide a trend, which can be extrapolated to provide a forward view of
future capacity use and requirements. This information, integrated with Customer
reporting goals and objectives, provides a framework for developing mid and long range
network capacity planning.
Voice and Video Assessments: Prior to the deployment of new voice or video systems,
networks needs to be evaluated to ensure that it is operating within the tolerances
required for time and error sensitive services. PathView will generate simulated network
traffic using the same codecs that the customer intends to use in production and will report
bidirectionally on packet loss, latency, Jitter, packet discards and packet re-ordering.
A score card for each site will show if the site passed the range of tests; in instances when
is doesn’t, we assist with remedial action through the service provider, following which, we
rerun the test. As the Assessments run over existing network paths, information about
path capacity, utilization, overall latency, RTT, jitter and packet loss will also be available.
PathView Voice Tests & Assessment and PathView Video Test modules are designed to help
smooth the transition of introducing new technologies to networks.
Unified Communications and Collaboration (UCC) Assessments: Prior to the deployment
of Unified Communications and Collaboration Systems (UC&C), networks need to be
evaluated to determine if current infrastructure(s) will support the different operational
www.linkstatus.co.uk
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load introduced by the system of communication and collaboration tools. PathView will use
its Voice and Video Assessment services to generate voice and video traffic, using the same
codecs that the customer intends to use in production and will report bidirectionally on
packet loss, latency, jitter, packet discards and packet re-ordering.

Network emulation: Where UCC Assessments run predictable new application traffic over
an existing network infrastructure, using a Network emulator provides the opportunity to
run existing applications over a wide range of different network conditions. For example, a
Web application can be run over emulations of WAN, 3G, 4G and home broadband to
provide confidence of good performance or assist with diagnosis of performance problems.
Section Summary: The managed service modules described above provide a highly
effective and meaningful real-time view of the performance of applications and the
network supporting them. Additionally, separate short-term consultancy driven
assignments can provide answers to specific questions such as:






Will my new application run within the existing bandwidth constraints?
Can my network support a migration to voice and video?
When will I need to upgrade my network and which elements?
Which applications are using my network bandwidth?

Within the PathView managed service, embedded diagnostics, triggered precisely when
needed, provide deep insight into the dynamic changes that impact application
performance. The embedded diagnostics also provide insight on where to begin root cause
analysis by isolating the problem location to the nearest Layer 3 hop in the Path. PathView
alerts, generated by selected performance criteria followed by analysis, enable the correct
support team to be notified and mobilized for troubleshooting – in advance of users
phoning your support center.
PathView network performance monitoring is performed autonomously and is not
dependent on any existing NMS capabilities. However, PathView can integrate with existing
systems. SLO violations can be sent to an existing NMS system by SNMP trap in situations
where a customer prefers to focus their attention on a single management portal.
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2

Phases of Operation – Managed Service
Phase 1 – Evaluation
The evaluation phase is customarily one month. During the evaluation phase, paths will be
configured to selected locations, being a subset of those intended for a full deployment.
Reporting for dynamic network characteristics will be provided based on a simplified SLO
set as proof of concept. Traffic visibility will be demonstrated to its full multi-tiered
capabilities – i.e. high-level overview through to packet capture. Web performance
criterion will be configured to the nominated web sites, being a subset of those intended
for a full deployment.
Phase 2 – Production Deployment
Paths to all identified locations will be configured and detailed baselining of network
infrastructure characteristics will begin. Initial SLOs will be defined and configured. Web
performance monitoring will be configured for all intended target sites. Automated Report
audience and periodicity will be agreed and implemented.
Phase 3 – Ongoing Services
Path characteristics SLOs will be subject to tuning to improve accuracy and meaningfulness.
Scheduling and characteristics of reports can be arranged to meet the needs of the
customer. Co-management can be discussed and agreed with an appropriate balance of
informal skills transfer and formalized training for the Customer team.
Capacity trend reports can be arranged for monthly, quarterly or bi-annual intervals
dependent upon the customer requirement.

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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3

Linkstatus Approach and Module Descriptions
The approach for Linkstatus service delivery is divided into two stages. The first stage
encompasses physical deployment while the second stage covers long term network
resolution. Both stages comprise of three identical components; network infrastructure
integrity (NII), traffic visibility and web performance. The first of these stages is the full
physical deployment and initial configuration of the component parts of the PathView
system and service. During this stage statistical data for the three service components will
be validated as being representative of ‘normal production operations’ to allow meaningful
SLOs to be agreed and configured.
The second stage includes ongoing continuous monitoring and improvement. Working
together, the customer and Linkstatus will periodically evaluate and tune SLOs to improve
accuracy of notifications and diagnostics results. Automated reporting specifications will be
formalized for audience, content and periodicity. Examples of reports are shown later in
this document. So that reports can be fully understood by the Customer, an agreed
combination of informal skills transfers and formal training will be delivered. A dialogue on
the general format or co-management can be reevaluated as the Customer team becomes
aware of the PathView system’s full potential.

3.1

Network Infrastructure Integrity (NII), Managed Service Module
NII is assessed by actively exercising network paths. A
Path has probe generation software (called a Sequencer)
at one end and any addressable IP end point at the other.
The path target should be an end-station (e.g. PC, laptop
or server) not an intermediate networking device such as
a router or switch. The Sequencer is usually installed on a
dedicated appliance, which is normally installed in the
Data Centre.
A full list of the network parameters monitored for each
path is shown on the right. It is possible to set SLOs for
any permutation of these parameters. In addition, the
shaded parameters are automatically graphed and
available on normal reports.
Examples of NII graphs and reports are shown later in this
document.
PathView provides customers with end-to-end Path Metrics that validates SLAs along each
targeted path. After the targeted endpoints have been entered into the PathView
Management System, PathView will exercise assigned paths to collect data for reporting
network performance of network devices along the path. PathView reveals network traffic
performance along entire paths from within a private network, out through the public
cloud, to a targeted device, and back. End-to-end performance metrics are used to pinpoint
exact locations of network performance violations along the path. In addition to monthly
Dynamic Path Quality Measurement Reports, PathView assures ongoing application
delivery and will provide automatic notification when your network’s performance impacts
application-specific SLAs.

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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Paths are created by entering into the PathView Management System all agreed upon
network endpoints. Once the connections have been established PathView will track the
quality of the same paths that network traffic actually uses.
If there are performance issues
along the path, PathView can
pinpoint the location with its Layer
3 diagnostics regardless of whether
the device is in-network or in the
public Internet. The Customer and
Linkstatus agree upon reporting
output parameters based on
usefulness and the nature of the
situation. Keep in mind that Multitiered reporting includes a high level overview, a mid-level view, and an optional packetcapture level view.

3.2

Application Aware Traffic Visibility, Managed Service Module
It is essential to have detailed visibility for the traffic running across the network because
network congestion is often a major contributor to poor application performance. The
appropriate level of detail is dependent on the audience. The Linkstatus service provides
multi-tiered visibility reports to suit all audiences.
Examples of traffic visibility reports are shown later in this document but can be
summarized as shown below for high level down through to highly technical.



High level by general categorization – i.e. Business,
Recreational, etc



By true layer 7 application – i.e. Exchange, Lotus
Notes, Facebook, YouTube, etc



By source and destination IP address and port –
who is talking to who, how much data, what type
of application, etc



Packet capture to analyse at bit and byte level with
Wireshark, Cascade Pilot, Cloudshark, etc

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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3.3

Web Performance, Consultancy Module
The perception of end-user experience is one of the most critical when assessing the
performance of web-based applications. The PathView service generates customizable user
transactions with selected web sites to assess the user experience. The overall response
time is tracked for each stage in the navigation to and beyond the target web site.
The PathView Web Performance System includes the use of a WebKit-based headless
browser. This ensures the measured performance reflects issues that cause browser
processing to contribute to performance degradations as experienced by the user. WebKit
is a popular browser engine used by many better known branded browsers. These types of
engines are at the heart of all popular browsers.
For each page transaction, the
delays contributed by the
network, the web server and the
browser are indicated separately
to aid problem diagnosis.
Examples of web performance
reports are shown later in this
document.

3.4

Application-specific Assessments, Consultancy Module
New Applications
Application-specific assessments are often run to show the impact of a new application on
the network and the applications ability to meet the SLAs required by the business.
In order to assess the business critical functions within an application, a Business Process
Mapping (BPM) study is undertaken, prior to scripting and measuring the key business
processes. Following application measurement, a synthetic model can be used to assess
the impact of the new application, before it is “let loose” on the network. If problems are
found with the application, specific guidance is provided back to the development teams to
make changes to improve the performance, before measurements and modeling are
undertaken again.
Once a network model has been built, it is propagated with the current network traffic load
and calibrated to provide a baseline model. This model can then be reused for any
subsequent modeling requests, such as predicting the impact of other new applications;
network and infrastructure topology changes; an increase or decrease in the number of
users.

Existing Applications
Application Assessment may also be used in problem determination to understand why an
existing application has poor response times in certain locations, or with specific
transactions.

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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Measurements are taken across the network with probes monitoring the traffic flows,
which show where the delays are being experienced (network, client, servers etc) which
allows the root cause to be determined and fixed.

3.5

NetResolve Capacity Planning and Trend Analysis, Consultancy Module
Network capacity planning is integral to IT infrastructure management. The NetResolve
Capacity Planning consultancy service collects and analysis trending information and builds
this into a capacity plan to show future network requirements. The impact of the growth
of existing and new applications is also factored in, together with predicted business plans
such as a new acquisition, business growth that adds to traffic volumes and any changes to
the IT infrastructure.

3.6

Video and Voice Assessments, Consultancy Module
Voice Assessments test production networks using real VoIP telephony packets without the
deployment of any VoIP equipment. The PathView Voice and Video assessment tool
enables us to generate, analyze and measure the impact of live voice traffic on production
networks to assure performance throughout the peak utilization times of a typical business
week or month - without ever deploying a single piece of voice gear.
Video assessments provide a highly accurate capability for measuring key performance
indicators that impact video conferencing sessions. They create separate streams for the
key components of the video session including Signaling, Audio and Video, each with
independently customized codecs, bandwidth allocation and QoS settings. The example
report below is one of six pages generated by the video assessment.

3.7

Unified Communications and Collaboration Assessments, Consultancy
Module
As an Extension of our Video and Voice Assessments, our Unified Communications and
Collaboration Assessments (UC&C) include PathView network infrastructure tests for
various simultaneous combinations of Voice, Video, and Interactive Desktop share.
PathView will simulate various combinations of traffic over your network to determine the
impact the new traffic will have on existing applications. Tasks unique to UC&C
Assessments include determining customer future collaboration requirements, assessing
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current state, building a business case for justification, providing ROI and TCO comparisons,
recommend suitable vendors, provide applications metrics and modeling to the network
design, build a transition and deployment plan, and project manage the rollout. The
advantage of this system is that we can evaluate how your network will handle a new set of
Communication tools prior to deployment.

3.8

Network Emulation, Consultancy Module
Emulate the conditions and characteristics of any network scenario in a dedicated
appliance and then run production or developing applications through it. Perhaps you’d like
to see how well an application will run over 3G compared to 4G, or MPLS, or Satellite. The
permutations of network impairments are endless. You have complete control of
bandwidth, latency, jitter, packet loss, packet reordering, etc. Discover how much packet
loss, jitter or capacity constriction the application can tolerate before complete collapse
(not just degraded performance).

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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4

Linkstatus Operations
The previous section detailed the overall approach and phases used to evaluate and deploy
the Linkstatus Network Performance Management Services and Consultancy Modules.
Detailed below are the specific activities, within each phase that are performed along with
any pre-requisites from Customers to complete each phase.

4.1

Evaluation Phase
4.1.1

PathView Sequencer installation and setup

The Sequencer generates the NII probe traffic, runs the traffic visibility and web
performance modules and communicates with the Cloud service for management and
reporting. It will be supplied as a dedicated appliance, which will need standard IP
addressing to operate within the Customer network. A dedicated appliance is supplied
because the appliance NIC is a precision test tool. Drivers have been specially written to
ensure that the NIC can operate at the highest possible specification to avoid it becoming a
bottleneck for testing. The sequencer needs to be able to make outbound connections to
the Cloud service in the Internet using standard HTTP and HTTPS.
The appliance has specific Ethernet connections for these tasks with a separate Ethernet
connection for the traffic visibility monitoring described below. On the standard appliances,
these are Gigabit ports and are normally connected to the network with switch ports set to
Auto-negotiate. Appliances with 10G ports are available.
The required information to configure each Sequencer is below:

 An assigned IP address and netmask
 Default gateway address
 DNS server for resolving Internet domains
 Proxy server address and port number and any authentication details
 Any static routes that might be required to ensure visibility of the internal network and
Internet

 NTP Server address

4.1.2

PathView Management Portal user accounts and access

Starting with a single admin account, new users can be added with various levels of access
to the system. Users need to be identified from the Customer and Linkstatus with accounts
set up as appropriate.

4.1.3

Setting up Network Infrastructure Integrity monitoring

IP addresses need to be identified in each of the nominated locations to act as targets for
the far end of the path. The Sequencer probes use a patented method involving injecting
precisely scheduled microbursts of ICMP. Therefore all the components of the ICMP

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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protocol suite must be allowed on the path between Sequencer and target. During
continuous monitoring, probe-generated traffic volume is < 5 kbps per Path

4.1.4

Setting up Traffic Visibility monitoring

A dedicated Sequencer appliance port must be connected to a mirrored (SPAN) port
selected and configured to copy the traffic on the WAN and Internet connections. The use
of the second Sequencer will be influenced by whether a suitable mirrored port can be
found to monitor both the WAN and the Internet traffic. If it cannot, a second appliance
will be required. The use of a second appliance has no affect on the operational or
commercial aspects of this service.

4.1.5

Setting up Web Performance monitoring

Web performance monitors run as an overlay service on a NII path. If there is no existing
Path, configuring the Web Performance module will create one.
Web performance monitoring can target a single web page or can run a sophisticated script
including logons to allow a series of navigation steps to be included in the continuous
monitoring regime.
Target URLs will be specified by Customer with input from others as required.

4.2

Continuous Operations Phase
The continuous operations phase builds on the activities performed during the evaluation
phase and consists mainly of navigating the system, making improvements or adjustments
on event notification accuracy, and interpretation of graphical and reporting output.

4.2.1

Network Infrastructure Integrity Monitoring Service

The characteristics of each path will be assessed and base-lined. Once the baseline profile
is accepted as ‘normal’, SLOs are determined and configured to suit each path. The SLO
violations are then monitored to permit tuning to avoid false positives. Templates can be
used where sufficient numbers of paths can share the same SLOs without dumbing down
the effectiveness of the reporting.
A schedule for automated report generation and distribution of reports are agreed,
implemented and tuned as necessary. Examples of reports are shown later in this
document.
Initial diagnostics run on each path will provide a baseline. A diagnostics baseline provides
hop-by-hop details for each path rather than the single end-to-end baseline for an entire
path.

www.linkstatus.co.uk
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The operation and Interpretation of PathView diagnostics will be explained to Customer
support staff to ensure the envisaged co-management operates at all practical levels of the
service.
Monthly summary reports will be issued on Dynamic Path Quality Metrics and when there
are event-triggered alerts. Customers will be notified when violations begin to impact
business critical application performance.

4.2.2

Application Aware Traffic Visibility Service

Reports on top application use are customarily monthly or by request by the Customer. A
schedule for automated generation and distribution of reports will be agreed, implemented
and tuned as necessary. Examples of reports are shown later in this document.
The operation, manipulation and interpretation of the traffic visibility graphs and reports
will be explained to enable Customer support staff to examine network traffic details
periodically and by request as the need arises

4.2.3

Web Performance Monitoring Service

The interpretation of the web performance reports will be reviewed with customer to
enable Customer support staff to examine network traffic details periodically and by
request as need arises.

4.2.4

Application Specific Assessments, Consultancy Module

These contracts are not ongoing, but rather by customer request prior to new application
rollout.

4.2.5

Capacity Trending and Planning, Consultancy Module

Trending reports will be available to the customer on a monthly, quarterly or bi-annual
basis dependent upon the selected option. The reports will identify the trend in growth or
decrease in the network traffic. A Capacity Planning service is available, where our
consultants will analyze the trending information and build a formal capacity plan to
provide the customer with recommendations for upgrades, or the option of optimization,
or to reduce the bandwidth if appropriate, thus achieving cost savings.

4.2.6

Voice and Video Assessments, Consultancy Module

These contracts are not ongoing, but rather by customer request prior to new application
rollout.
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4.2.7

Unified Communications and Collaboration Assessments, Consultancy
Module

These contracts are not ongoing, but rather by customer request prior to new application
rollout.

4.2.8

Network Emulation, Consultancy Module

These contracts are not ongoing, but rather by customer request prior to new application
rollout.
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5

Deliverables
The deliverables from each main module of the project are outlined below:

5.1.1

Network Infrastructure Integrity

A variety of reports can be produced on demand and by scheduled automatic delivery.
Reports are multi-tiered at levels to suit all audiences. Examples of some of the reports are
shown below.
The high-level application performance view shows the result of combining the
performance statistics of multiple paths into business views based on SLO compliance.

The report above shows a high level summary of the performance of all business services
monitored by PathView.
The report below shows a summary report of services for all locations and an example of
drill down by location (Vancouver, in this case).
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The reports below shows the high level view of SLO compliance for all paths irrespective of
the business services to which they are associated and a detailed analysis of SLO violation
by type.
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The medium level graph below shows a matrix of individual paths and their SLO compliance
in near real time (1 minute granularity). The initial format of this display can be set by user
name and changed on the fly for flexibility. For example paths can be grouped by network
type (WAN or LAN), show only failing paths, show only paths with an SLO violation in the
previous 24 hours.
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Integration with Google Maps enables a geographical representation to be displayed and
automatically updated in near real time to show the dynamic condition of the path’s SLO
compliance.
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Both the matrix view and the geographical views shown above retain the interactive drill
down ability to individual path detail shown below.
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The diagnostic output shows the same parameters as the end-to-end path detail but for
per-hop performance. This enables the location of (for example) extended latency or
packet loss to be accurately located.

5.1.2

Application Aware Traffic Visibility

PathView’s FlowView module can identify over a thousand applications running on your
network. The report below shows the top 5 + ‘others’ applications inbound and outbound
traffic carried at a specific site. The tables are not limited to top 5 and can show a user
definable Top X applications. FLowView can also drill down and show which hosts are
responsible for specific traffic. The second report shows which hosts are using YouTube.
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Examples of the traffic visibility graphs are shown below.
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5.1.4

Web Performance Monitoring

The graphs below show end user experience broken down by delays caused by network,
web server and browser.
Below that, HTTP throughput is displayed along with timing information based on TCP
handshake (rather than user experience).
The final graph shows high level performance analysis of multi-page navigation.
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5.1.5

NetResolve Capacity Trending and Planning

The graphs below show the current and projected traffic over the past year. The top three
applications are also shown to illustrate why the increase may be necessary.
Both inbound and outbound utilizations are shown.

Congestion represents a utilization level of 66.7% at which level we would normally
recommend an upgrade. The Congestion figure represents an 80% utilization level where
we recommend immediate action to mitigate the impact of response time issues during the
peak hour.
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5.1.6

Voice and Video Assessments

The following is a one-page example from the four-page report generated by the Voice
Assessment.
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The following is a one-page example from the four-page report generated by the Video
Assessment.

5.1.7

WAN Emulation Service

Unique to each case depending on the application being tested. In most cases the results
will be based on actual user experience of the application performance profiles seen in the
chosen set of network path impairments.
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6

Contact Information

6.1

To request a demonstration and discuss your requirements contact:
Cliff Chapman
Network Performance Consultant
cliff.chapman@linkstatus.co.uk
Mobile: +44 7887 506009
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